BOUTIQUE

Le 9HOTEL
CENTRAL
Brussels
When visiting the European jewel box that
is Brussels, the location and quality of your
hotel is equally as important as what you do
while you are there. Traveling for business
or pleasure, the quality of accommodations
in Brussels will ensure you spend an ample
time relaxing in your room in addition to
exploring what the city has to offer. At Le
9HOTEL CENTRAL we have found a perfect
combination of action and relaxation, elegance
and casual chic that makes this boutique
hotel a go-to anytime we are in Brussels.
By Kate Dannies

Tucked into the heart of Brussels’ cultural district, Le
9HOTEL CENTRAL is both in the centre of the action
and a private oasis all its own. With just 47 spacious
and cosy rooms, Le 9HOTEL CENTRAL is much more
than a place to stay at night: it is a lovingly designed and
serviced property that captures the refined elegance
and edginess of one of Europe’s hidden urban gems.

The true experience of Le 9 lies in the details: the
elegant yet modern rooms are spacious and inviting, each one offering views of Brussels’ spectacular
old-world architecture. The lobby offers guests a
music lounge along with a dining area that serves a
delicious breakfast assortment of cheeses, meats, eggs
and vegetables along with afternoon tea served daily.
These touches make guests feel right at home—but in
a better version of home where everything is just so.
Walls offering glimpses of exposed brick and wood
give the guest rooms a minimalist industrial chic feel.
Immaculate white comforters top the large, plush
mattresses and flat screen TVs offer an array of
international channels. Bathrooms have large showers
and are stocked with paraben-free natural personal
care products—we love this environmentally-friendly
touch! The 9Suite comes complete with a king size
bed, terrace, Bluetooth speakers and a mini-bar making
it a perfect retreat from which to take in the city.
From its location in the Brussels museum district, Le 9HOTEL CENTRAL is within walking
distance to the Place Royal, the Grand Place and
cathedrals. Le 9 is also minutes away from the
BELvue Museum, the Saint Hubert Royal Galleries, and the Saint Michael and Gudula Cathedral.
Just around the corner from the nearest metro
station, you are just a short ride away from experiencing all of what the greater city has to offer.
Aside from the sumptuous bedding and elegant
décor, perhaps our favourite thing about Le 9HOTEL
CENTRAL is that it is a stone’s throw from some

of the sweetest dining in the city: what is a trip to
Belgium without a little chocolate? Corne Port Royal
chocolates are manufactured in accordance with
the traditions of a group of 50 artisans faithful to
selected recipes. Nehaus is named after the family
that invented the praline and ballotin, which are offered in a wide variety of colours, sizes and flavours.
For Brussels-bound jetsetters who love the
perks of a large resort with the intimacy of a
B&B, look no further than Le 9HOTEL CENTRAL. This finely polished hotel’s quiet and spacious setting is a perfect complement to the
bustling city just steps away. We’ve found our
home away from home in Brussels while in town
for work or pleasure and its oh-so-sweet.

